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I. Introduction

" ... Along all that straight mountainous coast, five hundred miles from Mendocino
to Conception, there was rain. Rain on the rocks and the headlands, rain on the beaches
and the lagoons, rain on the high grass-slopes. Rain sweeping inland, stippling the
surface of the shrunken rivers, swirling mistily up the canyons among the redwood trees,
cresting the ridges ... " (from Storm, George Stewart)
The citation from the original disaster novel, George Stewart's Storm, describes
the effects on California of a drought-breaking extratropical cyclone (named "Maria" by
the "Junior Meteorologist" following its track and evolution).

Born in Stewart's

imagination, but surprisingly accurate in its depiction, this "wave cyclone" was modeled
on several the caused floods in California during the late 1930' s. Although the popularity
of this novel, with its heavy-handed romanticism and Maxfield Parrish viewpoint on the
California landscape, may seem implausible today, the fact of the matter is that as late as
the 1960's Stewart's view of nature was shared by many. Walt Disney produced a one
hour segment based on Storm for his Sunday evening television program "Disneyland" in
the late 1950's. Even the newspapers of the mid-twentieth century featured headlines
similar to those appearing in Stewart's 1941 novel (see Fig. 1).
While operational meteorologists today recognize that the meteorological
explanations for flood events are several orders of magnitude more complex than
Stewart's conception, it is also true that "Maria" was based upon the synoptic pattern
which is recognized by meteorologists to be associated with the greatest flooding threat
in California. Often misnamed "the pineapple connection" by media meteorologists
(implying transport of moist air from Hawaii), this pattern was first documented by
Robert Weaver (1962) in his pioneering study of the meteorology of California flood
events.
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Figure 1: Front page of San Francisco
Examiner, February 1, 1963
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The purpose of this paper is to introduce the reader conceptually and, in cursory
fashion, to the major rain-producing storm systems in California as outlined by Weaver
(1962); it is not meant to be exhaustive. In fact, it is not even meant to be a summary of
the oral presentation given by the author at the Symposium. Instead, the intent here is to
gently remind the reader that much was understood about the general controls on flood
events in California as early as the 1960's. Weaver's work is not merely an historical
artifact; it should be resurrected and examined since operational meteorologists could
learn much from it.

II. Descriptive Overview: Basic Controls on Precipitation Amount
The dependence of precipitation in California on synoptic-scale circulation
systems associated with the polar and subtropical jet streams is a recognized feature of
the climatology of the state. The typical precipitation-producing disturbance usually
consists of an occluded or nearly-occluded cyclone the center of which crosses the
coastline north of the Oregon border with only the trailing occlusion or cold front passing
over California. This much was known by the 1950s.
Recent research shows that the synoptic-scale pattern only contributes a
"favorable" environment in which mesoscale and micro scale circulations and cloud
features can develop and evolve. Subsynoptic waves, mesoscale rain-bands embedded
within the main frontal cloud mass, warm-sector squall-lines and post-frontal squall-lines
(nicknamed "comma-clouds") that sometimes can not be resolved at the conventional
synoptic scale contribute significantly to the precipitation distribution associated with
such Pacific cyclones. Finally, in certain situations, circulation systems at the low end of
the mesoscale, including thunderstorm clusters (e.g. train-echoes, splitting thunderstorms,
multicell thunderstorms), can form in favored topographic locations when the overall
synoptic pattern associated with a migratory synoptic-scale disturbance produces a
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favorable buoyancy and shear profile. Major rainfall pulses with such weather systems
mayor may not be associated with significant frontal boundaries.
The major mechanisms that account for precipitation in any region are: (1)
synoptic-scale lower level convergence of moist stable air (often referred to as "stable
upglide" precipitation); (2) convection (related to the degree of conditional instability
which in tum is influenced by differential destabilization, destabilization by layer lifting
etc.); (3) uplift of moist air by topography; (4) lowlevel mesoscale frictionally-induced
confluence and velocity convergence of moist air; and, (5) lowlevel mesoscale
confluence due to topographic funneling. Since most of California's precipitation is
associated with synoptic-scale disturbances embedded in the larger scale flow, the
configuration of the upper level patterns is key in determining the precipitation history of
a given storm system. This is because the actual geometry and strength of the upper flow
determines the characteristics of the surface disturbances (the degree to which moisturebearing winds are perpendicular to topography, air mass moisture, degree of instability,
strength of the dynamically-induced vertical motions etc.). Also, the mean position of the
"storm track" or polar jet stream is related to the frequency of the disturbances which
affect the state and, therefore, must influence precipitation amount.
III. Descriptive Overview of Weaver's Storm Types
Weaver (1962) showed that precipitation distribution and amount in California
depends upon the characteristics of the frontal disturbances which affect the state. He
categorized the major flood-producing disturbances in California on the basis of synoptic
pattern and defined three basic "storm types." These types, or patterns, are based upon
latitude of surface cyc10genesis (Fig. 2). Blocking over certain areas of the Pacific or
North America is diagnostic to this scheme with cyc10genesis and frontogenesis
occurring where dictated by the position of.the blocks. The resulting trajectory of surface
low pressure areas approaching the coastline is quite different for each of these types as is
the characteristics of the air masses involved.
41
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Figure 2: Schematic diagram showing genesis locations
for various storm types affecting California (after Weaver, 1962)
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The High-latitude type storm (Fig. 3) develops along the west coast of British
Columbia, moves southward along the Pacific Coast and inland over Southern California.
Although the cyclonic circulation of this disturbance intensifies as it moves southward
both because of surface heating and dynamic effects, precipitation in Northern and
Central California is typically light because the air masses involved in this type are
extremely cold with low mixing ratios only on the order of 7.0 g kg-lor less. Heavy
precipitation can occur in Southern California if the storm draws maritime tropical air
into its circulation as it intensifies and moves southward. In other cases, other mid and
upper tropospheric disturbances moving along the southern branch of the flow may
influence the development of secondary wave cyclones on the trailing cold front off the
Southern California coastline. This storm type is rarely associated with flooding rains in
Northern and Central California, although heavy, dry mountain snowfall may occur.
More frequently this disturbance type is associated with strong to severe
thunderstorms in certain sections of the state, particularly in the Central Valley and in the
Los Angeles coastal plain. Recent studies have shown that complicated interactions
between topography and the boundary layer flow can produce:

(a) a low level

southeasterly jet in the Central Valley; (b) channelled southeasterly flow in the Los
Angeles coastal plain. Together with moderate buoyancy and strong southwest winds
aloft, the surface southeasterlies may produce buoyancy and shear profiles favorable for
both supercellular and non-supercellular severe thunderstorms in these locations. Flashflooding rainfall may occur with such thunderstorms.
The Middle-latitude type storm (Fig. 4) forms almost directly west of the state and
moves on a more-or-Iess zonal track eastward. It is associated with moderately strong
frontal systems, usually partially occluded by the time they reach the coastline. Maritime
tropical air masses in the warm sector and partially-modified maritime polar air behind
the cold front are typical with mixing ratios on the order of 10 g kg-l and moderate
precipitation is characteristic in California. Since this type is associated with a more or
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Fig. 3 Schematic diagram showing mean
jet positions, surface storm tracks and
surface isobars for High Latitude Storm Type
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Fig. 4 Schematic diagram showing mean
jet positions, surface storm tracks and
surface isobars for Middle Latitude Storm Type

less "average" surface pressure pattern (low pressure in the Gulf of Alaska and high
pressure off the Baja California coast) this is by far the most common disturbance type to
affect California.
Since nature often "knows no artificial boundaries", it is also common for
disturbances with characteristics of both the Low Latitude (discussed below) and Middle
Latitude types to occur. Particularly when the pattern in the Gulf of Alaska known as
"REX blocking" (i.e., stationary long wave ridge in Gulf of Alaska with southern
"breakthrough" jet around deep, cold core low on south side of block; see Fig. 5) or
"omega blocking" occurs, a persistant zonal storm track can stretch into California.
When the zonal temperature gradient is large and static stability low, small disturbances
embedded in the zonal flow can grow, almost exponentially initially, into large, intense
disturbances called "meteorological bombs" (i.e., pressure at center falls more than 22
mb in 24 hours). One such disturbance caused great destruction due flooding rains and
greater than hurricane force winds in Northern California on December 12, 1995 (see Fig.
6).

Mid and upper tropospheric patterns often combine with surface pressure fields to
produce strong, deep warm advection in both the Middle and Low Latitude Type storms.
Often referred to mistakenly as "overrunning" (referring to warm frontal) precipitation,
significant synoptic scale ascent may occur when no fronts are present and when other
dynamic forcing mechanisms are weak, absent or unfavorable for upwards motion.
Flooding rains are common when such a pattern persists, as it did in February 1996 (Fig
7).

The Low-latitude type storm (Fig. 8a) is one which the initial surface cyclone
forms near the Hawaiian Islands and then moves northeastward to the West Coast. The
mid and upper tropospheric trigger for such surface cyclogenesis may be a migratory
short wave or jet streak. The tendency for such storms to form near Hawaii has led to
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them being called "Hawaiian Lows" and the pattern "the pineapple connection" by
California meteorologists.
The unusual trajectory for these storms results from a complex blocking pattern in
the Gulf of Alaska with two distinct jet cores over the north Pacific. On surface charts,
lows appear to "breakthrough" the southern portions of the block and intensify in this
zone of confluence of mT and mP airstreams, as occurred numerous times in the famous
December 1955 Low Latitude type storm series that produced flooding in Northern and
Central California (fig 8b). As these lows move with the flow aloft to the West Coast and
the air masses become strongly modified at the surface, the occlusions, which are of the
warm front type, tend to weaken although frontal contrasts are still observable aloft in
these cases. Even though the air masses are stabilized by their transit over colder ocean
they remain convectively unstable above the surface layer. In addition, the air masses are
typically moist throughout the depth of the troposphere with surface mixing ratios on the
order 13 g kg-lor more. Since surface wind directions may be easterly as these
disturbances approach the coastline, areas which normally experience rain shadow effects
may record heavy precipitation, as was the case in Bishop, CA with the January 1969
low-latitude type storm. More typically, wind directions are southwesterly both at the
surface and aloft; the wind is almost perpendicular to the northwest-southeast trending
mountain ranges in the state and the orographic precipitation-inducing mechanisms are
maximized.
There is a tendency for the polar jet stream to be displaced from its normal
position during times of abnormal sea-surface temperature patterns in the Pacific. During
the recent EI Nino, warmer than normal sea-surface temperatures in the vicinity of the
Hawaiian Islands led to the establishment of a very strong southern branch of the polar
jet, which then extended into Central and Southern California. Thus, disturbances of the
Low Latitude Type were very common during the very wet season of 1994-1995.
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Fig 5: 500 mb pattern with
superimposed infrared satellite
image for OOUTC 30 January
1996 showinl! REX blocki
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Fig. 7: MRF 500 mb analysis and
infrared satellite image associated with
warm advection pattern over Northern
California
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Fig. 8a Schematic diagram showing mean
jet positions, surface storm tracks and
surface isobars for LowLatitude Storm Type
(after Weaver, 1962)

Fig.8b Diagram from Weaver (1962)
showing surface cyclone tracks and
positions for December 1955 flood
producing Low Latitude Type Storms
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Figure 9: Enhanced infrared satellite image and
schematic 500 mb flow pattern for January 8, 1995.
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Figure 10: Enhanced infrared satellite image and
schematic 500 mb flow pattern for January 9, 1995.

Fig. 9 shows the typical configuration during a flood-producing Low Latitude
Type storm (January 8, 1996). In this case, the primary occluded low pressure area had
progressed from just north of the Hawaiian Islands to off the Washington coastline. The
trailing frontal system was parallel to the mid and upper tropospheric flow and stretched
across California. The atmosphere was convectively and conditonally symmetrically
unstable leading to mesoscale bands of thunderstorms and heavy rain areas on the warm
side of the front over California. Warm advection also played a key role in sustaining
strong vertical upward vertical velocities over the state.
The stationary jet position resulted in the cloud and rain area being focused over
California for a 48 hour period. By January 9 (Fig. 10), the new wave cyclone shown on
the southwest side of the frontal band was just off the Northern California coastline.
Sustained rainfall, high snowlines resulting in snowmelt, and saturated soil conditions,
led to flooding of many of the streams in the Coast Range.

IV. Summary
The characteristics of the major storm types are summarized in Tables 1 and 2
below.

It is important to remember that the characteristics listed are based upon

averaging or smoothing of storm parameters and are meant to be used only as general
guidelines. Finally, it is always important to use caution whenver using a hypothetical
model or prototype when viewing natural systems. Weaver's storm types should only be
used to judge the general conditions expected with a developing storm type and should
never be used as forecast or nowcast tools.
Reference
Weaver, R.L., 1962: Meteorology of hydrologically critical storms in California. U.S.
Weather Bureau, Hydrol. Rep. No. 37, 207 pp.

Storm Type

Moisture

(from
Weaver
1962)

(Sealevel
Dewpoints)

Low level
Persistance 0 CA Mountai CAPrecip
Instability
Total
wind
(Coastal)
Frontal Zone Snowfall
Expectation
component (700mb
perpendic.
Lifted Index (Progession)
toNW/SE
Topography

Middle
Latitude

Moderate
(Td=45 0

Moderate to Moderate
(0 to -3)
Strong

Small to
Moderate to
Large (in
Hvy
zonal flow
aloft!
multiple sfc.
waves)

Moderate
Coast
Mod/Hvy
Mtns

Weak to
Moderate

Strong (-2
to -5)

Small

Hvy but
Small
Water
Content

LgtIMod
Coast
Mod Mtns

Strong

Weak (for
sfc
basedU)
Mod/Strong
for Layer
(convective
instability)

Large

Rain Low
Elev
Mod/Hvy
Snow
High Water
Content

Very Hvy
Mtns
ModIHvy
Coast

to 500s)

High
Latitude

Limited
(Td=300s
to 400s)

Low
Latitude

Great
(Td=500s
to 600)

Table 1: QualItatIve OvervIew of Vanous Parameters AssocIated wIth Major CA
Wave Cyclone Types in Northern and Central California (after Weaver 1962)
Storm Type
(from Weaver 1962)

Middle Latitude

Vertical Motion
Associated With
Cyclonic Vorticity
Advection Increasing
With Height
(Syn. Scale Upper
Trop. Divergence)
Weak to Moderate,
Sometimes Strong

Vertical Motion
Associated With
Temperature
Advection
(Warm adv* .=up)
(Cold adv.=down)
* overrunning
Some warm adv.,
Some cold advection
(cold front occl.)
11

11

High Latitude

Often Great

Strong, wide spread,
cold advection

Low Latitude

Weak to Moderate,
Sometimes Strong

Strong, wide spread,
persistant,
warm advection
(warm front occl.)

Table 2: Qualitative Overview of Synoptic Scale Forcing Associated
with Major CA Wave Cyclone Types in Northern and Central California
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